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Republican State Rep. Gail Lavielle
Is she on the right side of
issues that matter to Connecticut families?
Against voting rights.

Lavielle opposed absentee voting, election
day registration, and early voting.

Against a law to reveal secret corporate
campaign donors.

Against increasing the minimum wage.
Lavielle opposed raising the minimum
wage to $8.50/hour – which is still below
the poverty line.

Lavielle opposed a law preventing disqualification
of job applicants who are unemployed.

Against penalizing gender identity
discrimination.

Lavielle opposed a law that would prevent
discrimination against individuals who wish
to express gender identity.

Against reduction of marijuana penalties.

Lavielle opposed medical use of marijuana…
and reduced penalties for recreational use.

Against making internet dating sites safer.
Lavielle opposed a law to assign safety
notifications to internet dating sites.
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Lavielle opposed a law that would force
corporations to be more transparent about
employees who make big donations.

Against laws to prevent discrimination
of unemployed job applicants.

We need a leader who represents us
…not a politician loyal to her party bosses.

STEPHANIE THOMAS

A leader who will stand up for all of us.

As our next State Representative, Stephanie Thomas will fight for the issues we
care about most:
➤ Strong gun laws
to keep our
neighborhoods safe
➤ Expanded voting
rights to increase
participation

➤ Excellent public
school opportunities
➤ Equal rights for all,
regardless of race,
gender, or class
➤ Fair wages and
pay equity

➤ Affordable health care
➤ Opportunities for
small businesses
➤ Clean environment
and improved quality
of life

Stephanie Thomas is a leader in the field of nonprofit fundraising – having raised
millions for organizations like the American Red Cross, The Brady Center to Prevent Gun
Violence, and Prep for Prep. She will use her results-driven skills to get real results
for us in Hartford.
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